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Driver Vacancy (Thai citizens only)  
 

Driver (1 open position)  
Closing date:  20th July 2020 
 

Handicap International that runs its program under the operating name Humanity & Inclusion (HI) seeks for                 

1 Driver based in Mae Sot with weekly travels to field areas.  
HI reserves the right to not accept applications submitted after the deadline. Only shortlisted candidates will be 
contacted for test and interview.  
 
PROJECT HISTORY 
Handicap International, now operating under the name Humanity & Inclusion (HI), is a non-profit independent 
and impartial aid organization working in situations of poverty, exclusion, conflict and disaster. HI works in 
emergency, post-emergency reconstruction or rehabilitation, chronic crises and development settings. 
HI works alongside persons with disabilities and vulnerable populations, taking action and bearing witness in 
order to respond to their essential needs, improve their living conditions and promote respect for their dignity 
and fundamental rights. HI works to meet the needs and defend the rights of children, women and men with 
disabilities.  
Since its creation in 1982, HI has gone on to work in around 60 countries worldwide, for the benefit of several 
million people.  
In Thailand, HI started working in 1984 and currently implements activities for Burmese refugees along the 
Thailand-Myanmar border under three thematic areas: Rehabilitation, Disability Social Inclusion (DSI) and 
Explosive Ordnance Risk Education (EORE).  
For more information on the organization, please see Humanity and Inclusion website: https://hi.org/en/index 
and the online presentation of the organization: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3p2OWl6T3AY&t=127s 
 
WORKING ENVIRONMENT 
HI Thailand has three main pillars of intervention within the Myanmar/Thailand Program:  

- Armed Violence Reduction (AVR) including Explosive Ordnance/Mine Risk Education,  
- Inclusion of persons with disabilities with Disability Social Inclusion (DSI) and inclusive Early Child 

Development, 
- Health and Rehabilitation with project covering physical and functional rehabilitation. 

 
The projects are support by the European Union, UNHCR, Ikea Foundation, Foundation de France and the US 
Government (BPRM). 
 

 
JOB DESCRIPTION: Driver. 
 

Main objective of the Driver position:  Under direct supervision of the Logistic Officer (General service) 
and indirect supervision of the Logistics Manager in Mae Sot, the driver ensures the following tasks;  
 

Responsibility 1: Drive safely HI staff & visitors and transport goods to destination. 

Aim: To provide driving service to support the programme's needs. 

Benchmarks: rate of driving service satisfaction, number of incident/accident reported 
 

Activities: 

- Drive the assigned vehicle for official purposes in a safe, courteous and punctual manner, with 
respect of speed limit according to movement plans, 

- Adhere and respect strictly HI transport & security rules in compliance with Thailand Road 
Traffic Law, 

- Check before any departure that all vehicle’s documents are in order (photocopy of the 
insurance, Road license, registration, mission order when required...), 
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- Before starting the car, check all levels, air pressure, general condition and cleanliness, and 
inform line manager in case of problem, 

- Ensure the assigned vehicles are not utilised to transport people who are either not employed 
by HI and/or not authorised to travel in that vehicle. Carrying uniform personnel, alcohol, drugs 
and weapons is strictly forbidden, 

- Ensure the use, presence and good conditions of safety equipment’s (car seat belts, fire 
extinguisher, first aid kit…), 

- Ensure all passengers wear seatbelt before moving the vehicle and remind safety rules if 
needed, 

- Stay close to the vehicle and remain available at all times, 
- Transport persons with disabilities with care and respect, and carefully support them to go in 

and out of the car, 
- Maintain/record the vehicle log book for each single car movement and ensure to get signature 

of passenger responsible to endorse the route/mileage undertaken, 
- Report immediately to the logistics officer any incident and accident which involve HI’s cars, 
- Load and unload vehicles goods and ensure to keep them in good conditions,  
- Ensure the security of all passenger’s personal baggage and belongings. Any items left in the 

vehicle by passengers are to be returned at the earliest in person or delivered to the nearest HI 
office, 

- Ensure visibility items (stickers with logo) are present and in good condition, 
- Remain polite and respectful with all people (colleagues, passengers, other drivers on the road, 

riders, people walking, etc…). 
 

Responsibility 2: Ensure vehicles small maintenance (cars and motorbikes) 
Aim: To ensure smooth running of all HI’s vehicles. 
Benchmark: rate of driving service satisfaction, number of incident/accident reported. 
 

Activities: 

- Maintain fuel records in accordance with HI transport regulations, always keep at least half 
tank, 

- Ensure that fuel tank is fully refilled prior to the end of working day, 
- Bring the car on the ramp once a week (on Friday or Saturday if possible), process the Weekly 

check-up and fill the related form, 
- Maintain the vehicles in clean, tidy and roadworthy conditions,  
- Bring the car to the car wash once a month, once a week during rainy season, 
- Before end of the day, check general cleanliness. Make sure that the windows of the car are 

closed and light are off, 
- Assist in the maintenance and repair of the vehicles (check tyre pressure …), 
- Report immediately every problem; update the logbook with a note. 

 
Specific missions: In addition, the driver may be requested by his/her line manager or project officers 
to handle any other duty that is considered necessary for the well-running of the operations.           
Extra tasks may include, and are not limited to, translations, carrying documents etc. 
 

Qualification Required:   

Education: Secondary School 
Experiences:   

- At least 2 years’ work experience as driver 
- Valid driving License  
- Experience with persons with disabilities as added value 
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Technical Skills & Cross Cutting Skills:  

- Knowledge of driving rules and regulations 
- Skills in basic vehicle repair/mechanic 
- Capacity to drive 4WD vehicle in mountain areas 

Language skills: Fluent in Thai language. Basic in English, Karen and Burmese language. 
Behavioral Skills:  

- Good decision making, Good team player, and able to work under pressure with multicultural 
teams, 

- Politeness, respect, including towards persons with disabilities. 
 

 JOB CONDITIONS: 
Local work contract, 1 year fix-term contract (with possibility to be renewed, upon funds’ availability)  
We offer also: nice working environment with 15 days of annual leave, 5 working days office closure in 
December, 15 days of public holidays, Social Security & Worker Compensation Fund, Group life & health 
insurance, phone card credit, 13th month bonus, seniority of 2% after the 1st year of employment and 
opportunities of training/capacity development. 
Start preferably: 3rd August 2020 

How to apply: In the subject of the email please write “Driver” 
IMPORTANT: In the content of the CV please outline responsibilities and tasks from previous & current work, 
education and training received.  
Please send all applications (cover letter, CV, copy of Thai ID card, education certificate, driving license) to: 
p.pedtae@hi.org   and i.manassanan@hi.org  
Only candidates who pass the administrative selection will be taken into consideration for a technical 
assessment and an interview, and will be afterwards notified of the final decision. HI reserves the right to 
contact the applicants for further information before the final selection from the selection committee. 
 
 

Handicap International encourages qualified persons with disabilities or chronic illness and women to apply. 
HI is committed to protecting children and vulnerable adults from harm. Employment is subject to HI 

protection standards including background checks and adherence to HI protection policies  
(child protection, PSEAH) and Code of Conduct. 

All information shared by the applicants remain confidential. 
Xxx 
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